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Top Outbound Leisure Destinations 
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Leisure Travel Party Composition 
(% Stays) 
DKSA PERFORMANCE/MonitorSM 
2 Men Only 
2 Women Only  
3+ Adults 
Single Adult 
1 man/1 woman 
Includes Kids 
Party Size 
      13% 
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Length of Stay  
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3Use of Travel Resources 
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Post about Travel experience Sign-up for Hotel Deals Subscribe to Destination Newsletters
Post about Hotel experience Sign-up for Restaurant Deals Take Travel Pictures/Videos 
           Follow Destinations  Sign-up for Cultural Events Download Mobile Hotel Apps. 
           Follow Hotels  Sign-up to Receive Blog Posts Download Mobile Dest./Att. Apps. 
           Join Destination Fan Page Subscribe to Podcasts Request Printed Travel Guides 
           Join Hotel Fan Page View Destination/Attraction Videos Get Printed Material at Visitor Center 
Sharing photos/videos on SN Sites Use Planning Tools (e.g. Tripit) 
Visit Destination Blogs 
Visit Hotel Blogs 
OSN 
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• Leisure travel and spending continue to grow at a faster rate than business 
• Increased Outbound travel driven by younger travelers – prolonged trend 
could have impact on face of domestic traveler 
• Continued growth in Outbound travel to Mexico, Asia and Central/South 
America 
• Top leisure destinations to hold their places into the foreseeable future 
• Watch VFR travel – wait and see if Millennials continue at same rate 
• Continued slide of Travel Party size and Length of Stay 
• Caution in trend toward upscale accommodations – may be impact of 
economic climate – more affluent travelers continue to travel, less affluent 
don’t – rate gap may begin to widen reducing ability to ‘trade up’ 
• Share of auto travel to continue on slow rise, particularly if air travel does not 
become more attractive or affordable – result is closer-to-home travel 
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